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tempts. 
It has been 

ceived carrier. This synchronism is eiîected ac 
cording to the systems heretofore proposed by 
periodic «transmission of a synchronizing signal 
or by a separate communicating or synchronizing 
channel. 

It is one of the objects of our invention to pro 
vide, for use in private communicating systems 
wherein the carrier wave used is caused to wob 
lble in frequency over a given frequency band ac 
cording to a given pattern, a method and means 
for receiving the «transmitted carrier without re 
quiring periodic transmission of synchronizing 
signals or the provision of a separate communi 
ca'ting or synchronizing channel. 

Still another object of the invention is to pro 
vide a multiplex 

for transmission of a plurality of carrier waves 
wobbling over the one or more frequency bands 
and receivers capable of selective reception from 
the transmitters. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 35 

an improved method an-d means for synchroniz 

xnotive force with another cyclic sweeping elec 
tromotive force produced at some remote point. 
The synchronizing feature, according to the 40 

principles of our invention, includes the local gen 
eration of oscillations at a selected constant fre 
quency. This constant frequency is selected so 
that the oscillations produce, when mixed with 
a lcarrier wave varying periodically over a given 45 
R. F. frequency band, a pulse envelope at a se 
lected I. F. frequency at least once during each 
sweep cycle yof the carrier. The receiver is pro 
vided with a narrow band I. F. amplifier which 
passes only the I. F. frequency of the pulse en- 50 

used to control the 
local generati-on of a cyclic sweeping voltage. 
The cycle of the sweeping voltage is adjusted in 
time and rate of sweep to the sweep cycle and 
rate of the received carrier. 

15 

20 

25 

or radio communicating system 30 

This locally gen- 55 pla‘ining the opera-tion 

2 
era/'ted sweeping voltage is used for frequency 
modul-ation of radio frequency oscillations which 

generated frequency modulated oscillations. 
insure accurate phasing of the locally generated 

trol the local sweeping oscillator. 
lt will thus be clear that where a receiver is 

arranged for broad band reception equal to or 
greater than the frequency band of a particular 

v . ` This is all 
performed at the receiver without th-e aid of spe 
cially transmitted periodically synchronizing sig 
nals or a separa-te communication or synchroniz 
ing channel. 
The above and other objects and features of 

the invention will become more apparent upon 
consideration of the following detailed descrip 
tion to be read in connection with the accom 
panying drawings, in which: 

Fig. 1 is a schematic 
mitter for transmitting a carrier wave, amplitude 

transmitter of Fig. 1; , ì 

Figs. 3 and 4 are graphical illustrations used for 
explaining the transmitting and receiving opera 
tions of the transmitter and receiver sys-tems of 
Figs. 1 and 2 respectively; 

Fig. 5 is a graphical illustration indicating .the 
operation of the receiver of Fig. 2 for a sinusoidal 
sweep pattern; 

Fig. 6 is a schematic block diagram of a re 
ceiver capable of receiving a pulse modulated’c'ar 
rier which is wobbled between ltwo limits of a 
given frequency band; 

Fig. 7 is a graphical illustration used for ex 
of the receiver of Fig. 6 ; 
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Figs. 8 and 9 are schematic and graphical dia 
grams used for explaining the TM demodulation 
features that may be included in the receiver of 

Fig. 6; Fig. lll yis graphical illustra’tien of the selec 
t-ive synchronizing of a receiver to one of a plu 
rality of carrier waves wobbling in the same fre 

quency band; and 
Fig. 11 is a schematic block diagram of a multi 

plex signalling system according to Vour inven 

tion. Referring to Fig. l, the transmitter is of the 
character adapted to transmit a carrier wa've 
which varies in frequency ‘according to a given 
pattern such as a saw-tooth, 'sine lwave, etc., 
whichever is preferred, the variation being be» 
tween limits of a given >Tfi‘èmiu’erlcy band., for 
example, 115% of a mean frequency. The trans 
mitter circuit includes the usual R. F. oscilla 
_tor l2 with antenna system I3, a primary oscil 
later "le, frequency multiplier 'l‘ô and buffer arn 
‘pliñer i8. These elements of thecircuit produce 
"a barrier wave of a given mean frequency. This 
'wave is frequency modulated by a 'sweep voltage, 
‘örfelectromotive force which varies cyclically ac‘ 
‘ccrdingto a desired sweep pattern. A sweep volt 
fage agïeneratör"21) is provided forthis purpose, and, 
Tif-desi'red, may-be adjustable to ’any desired sweep 
1frequency 'and '-deviatien. This varying voltage 
Yis applied t'o a react'ance modulator '22 which 
"ebntr‘ol's the frequency of ¿the primary oscillator` 
lßuca'using` the oscillations produced thereby t'o 
vary -accörding to the sweep characteristics of 
~lfle 'varying völtage. 
¿Ä‘ssfl‘imeffor V-p’i'ì?p'ose‘s illustration, that the 

sweepingr electroinötive 'force produced by the 
1generator 20 varies according'to a saw-tooth wave 
Íb’et'ween voltages Vi >and V2 as 4indicated by the 
'vòl'tagewave -25 >of vcurve f3a, Fig. 3. The sweep 
pattern, 'of the'va'rying voltage, however, may'com 
'prise fothe'rshaped patterns such as a sine wave, 
Ítriangula'r'wa've, etc., ‘as may be desired. When 
:the oscillations Vare modulated "bythe sweep volt 
"age of wave '25,the carrier wave i's'frequen'cy mod- q 
'ulated between ̀ two frequency limits fi and f2 as ' 
‘indicated 'byfthe'wa’ve 50 'and 
A32 :Öf Curve i3l). t 
, intelligence mayvbe conveyed by the lcarrier 
‘way'e‘according to 'different ‘types of modulation 

the frequency curve 

such as amplitude modulation, frequency modu- i' 
lation, phase 'modulation „and various forms di 
"piìlsermodulatlön ’In'the latter case, ̀ the modu 
lation may incl de amplitude and/,or ‘time mod 
ulation of uieïpiilses, modulaucn of ̀ pulse repeti 

1n Fig, 1, the intelligence may be regardedlby 
wayV of example as bein'g'applied to Ythe carrier 
vwave 4by ak'nown lform of amplitude modulating 
circuit 34 associated With‘the VR. F. amplifier ̀ |‘2,`A 
’thesignal'wave'beirig applied thereto through’an 
laudio ampliflerßß 4from a microphone '38. 

_A Curi/‘eßcof Fig. 3`indicates a modulating sig 

‘rial wave '4Q such "as _ 
>microphone 'tothe modulator“, ’Curve- 3d illus 
trates the carrier wave ~`0famplitude modulated 

'j‘tviili the signal 'wave ¿40. it will -be lndice 'that 
the ' frequency modulation of the oscillations ' pro 
duced by the sweep voltage from generator 2U Lisy 
"irid‘ependentfof the envelope definition of Éthe’` 

lco‘rresp’òndin'g tofthe sig'nal‘wave'ßû. The 
"wave ‘3b ‘ 'thus ‘ conveys 4intelligence while, “at Íthe 
same time, it is frequency ÄAVl‘rlodulated 4over'ia 

cadence frequency, pulse width rnodil-` l 

may be applied from thez.“65 

i 53 is coupled. The 

10 

l15 

20 

Lio 

"to 

‘tilde v~`baiiil df ‘frequencies thereby rendering it ` 
i ydilâicillt for unauthorized pers ons to ~ receive the 

’ combined’in ̀ thesa’rne elements, 
54,56 and 58, 'andithe ‘of ‘oscillator 'lßandlthe carrier wave‘distingïuished 

4 
intelligence by means of the usual receiver or 
even by a wide band receiver without the pro 
vision of special synchronizing means. 
The receiver of Fig. 2 for receiving the wob 

bling carrier of curve 3d, Fig. 3, utilizes the 
heterodyne principle and includes a broad band 
R. F. amplifier 52 to which receiving antenna 

R. F. amplifier has a wide 

R. F. band pass approximately equal to or slight 
ly larger than the frequency band through which 
the carrier wave sweeps. The output of the R. F. 
amplifier is fed to two mixer detectors 54 and 
5&0.. The mixer 54 converts the R. F. carrier 
into a corresponding wave of constant intermedi 
ate ’frequency which is fed through a narrow 
band, high gain I. F. amplifier 56 to a detector 
58 for demodulation ‘of the I. F. wave. The out 
put of the demodulator 58 is fed to the usual 
integrating network 60 and thence through audio 
amplifier 62 to a speaker 64. 

¿in order to remove the wobble Variation 'from 
the carrier 'and provide the constant I. F. ‘wave 
for the duration 'of ’the cyclic sweeps of the car 
rier wave, a varying Ielec'tr'o’rnotive force is gen 
erated by a sweep voltage generator ‘l0 substan 
'tia'lly identical 'to the sweep ‘pattern of the car 
rier wave.A The generator 'is controlled by 'se 
lected synchronizing pulses from a blocking oscil 
lato'r 69, ‘the 'selective feature of which is‘de 
scribed in detail hereinafter. 
The generator 'lil is ‘adjustable for a rate of 

sweep corresponding to the sweep rate or pat 
tern of the generator 20 at the transmitter. This 
varying 'voltage of the 4generator »'i? is adjusted 

» by lphase or time adjuster 'H to agree substan 
tially with the timing of the sweep pattern of 
the received c'arïr‘ie'r. The ‘voltage output of >ad 
juster Tl' is 'appli'ed'to a reactance modulator 4or 
other suitable modulator 1'2 to modulate the oscil 
lations ¿generated by a sweep oscillator 1li. This 
produces la frequency varying train of oscilla 
tions which when mixed ‘with `the carrier wave 
at detector 5ft, 'the pattern 'of ‘the sweeping ’oscil 
lato‘r being timed to >the pattern of the carrier 
wave, 'a‘wave ‘of constant intermediate frequency 
i's‘produced which bears 'a ‘facsimile of the ‘modu 
lation‘o'f the carrier-wave. Byvdetecting the I. F. 
wave at 58, a signal 'wave corresponding to the 
transmitted intelligence is reproduced for the 
speaker 54.  

Synchronization v»of the sweeping oscillations 
of the oscillator ‘Il is effected by applying to the 
mixer detector »54a oscillations 'generated by a 
synchronizing oscillator 16 at a selected frequ 
ency such, when "mixed withvthe carrier wave, 
produces 'aï'p'ulse envelope of vthe I. F. frequency 
of the narrow `band, I. F. amplifier 56a, each 
timethe received c'arrier"` ave sweeps across the 
lfrequencyban'd'öf the‘ar‘n'plifier. The I. F. pulse 
envelope is »detected-'at '58a 4to removeïthe inter 
mediate frequency »leaving Vpulse envelopes used 
for synchronizing purposes. These synchroniz 
ing pulses -are sharpened ‘by pulse `Shaper ‘and 
selector 18, Éthe sharpened ’pulses being used to 
control ïthevolta'ge'sweep cycles produced by the 
generator TU. 
The two series of elements 54, '56,"58 and 54a., 

55a, killal 'separate the 'reception yof intelligence 
signals yfrom the ‘generation of synchronizing 
pulses. rÍ‘hese two functions, however, may 'be 

such as elements 
beating of 'the ‘oscillations 

by suitable filter means from the'intelligence wave 
produced 'by Ethe beating -of ‘the lcarrier with the 



'justing the phase 

.tor 11 of the “nip-HOD” 

> by oscillator 14. 
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’sweep‘oscillations produced by oscillator 14. The 
filtering of the synchronizing pulses from the 

than the frequency 
range of the signal intelligence. A specific ex 
ample of this feature is given hereinafter. 

sweep pattern would then be performed by ad 
adjuster 1|. 

The receiver operation is graphically illustrat 
ed in Fig. 4, wherein the curves have the same 
time base. 
32 the sweep pattern of 
carrier wave. 'I'he broken 
synchronizing oscillations of oscillator 16 at a 
selected frequency fs. According to the hetero~ 
dyning principle 'of the receiver, the frequency 
difference ’between fs and the carrier wave at a 

a frequency wobbling 
line 80 represents the 

frequency .band of the ampliñer 56a. Thus, each 
time the carrier wave traverses the level 82 a 
pulse envelope 83, curve 4b, of this particular 

‘ produced. It will be under 

and y4d represent the pulse 
18, the wave 84 representing 

the rectangular wave output of the multivibra 

resenting the sharp pulses produced by differen 
tiation of the Wave 84 by diiîerentiator 19. The 
positive pulses _may be segregated by the block 
ing oscillator 59 from the negative pulses of the 
wave or the wave may be applied, in the absence 
of lpositive synchronizing pulses produced by 
other carrier Waves, directly to generator 1U to 
`control the timing of the sweep pattern of the 
voltage 86, curve, 4e, generated thereby. The 
broken line wave 86a represents the timing of 
the voltage sweep 86 after passing through the 

locally generated sweep 
The sweep of the locally pro 

duced oscillations occurs between limits fn and 
^ fsa at substantially the same rate as the carrier 
'f between frequency limits 
. difference between the two for the duration of the 

.f1 and f2 so that the 

sweep results in a substantially constant I. F. 
frequency. It will thus be clear that this I. F. 
.frequency output of the mixer 54 will be con 
stant for the duration of the sweep thereby en 
abling the second detector 58 to` demodulate the 

‘ entire intelligence conveyed by the carrier wave. 
In order to insure exact synchronism of the 

two sweeping patterns, an automatic frequency 
control 90 is provided between the I, F. amplifier 

\ 56 and the reactance modulator 12. This circuit 
responds 'to any tendency of the I. F. frequency, 

voltage, as the case may be, to the reactance 
modulator 12 to counteract such variation. Thus, 

Curve 4a indicates by saw-tooth wave y, 

type, and wave 85 rep-, 

20 

25 H 

30 

A35 

50 

60 

65 

f eiîect produced 

75 

is pulse modulated, 

way of example, -for reception of 'I'M (time mod 
ulation), the modulation of the pulses being of 
the "push-pull” character where the successive 

ous value of the modulating signal. 
The R. F. amplifier |52, the mixer detector 

|54, the narrow band I. F. -ampliñer |58 and the 
|58 correspond to the elements 

similarly number-ed in Fig'. 2. The 
lthe synchronizing pulses, however, i 
in .the mixer detector |54, I. F. amplifier |56 and 
detector |58 simultaneously with the conversion 

to the lmixer detector |54. The double beating 
by the ‘two locally produced 

oscillations on the carrier wave results in a train 

cated at |83. These groups |83 include .the syn 
lchronizing pulse envelope components. By 
limiting the pulses |58a by limiter |59, the pulses 
are all .reduced to Ia constant amplitude as indi 
cated by curve 1b. By threshold clipping the 



@pulses or :eur-ve ’lafat a level ‘fl-Md :corresponding 
,approximately to athe ‘limiting ̀ level of a limiter 
-iäâfthe ìpu-lse groups |f83a, ¿curve '1 c, .are obtained. 
-.=By integrating the pulse 'groupsgglßSa‘at '|B3, the 
.pulse envelope is obtained winch may be applied 
to a multivibrator |65 -to produce rectangular 
«wave l‘ßña., curve "|d, which by diiî-erentiation at 
`?| 6.1, ,produces sharp .positive‘pulses '|6111 "which 
«in turn vmay beused to control 'the sweeps ̀ci :the 
,voltage generator :|?|0. . 

îv‘lìVfhereë more than one carrier `wave isfpre'sent 
-onthe same R. F. frequency band, it will be 
`glesirable to <eliminate imdesira'ble pulses :gener 
tated insa similar manner. v’This is done .bymeans 
tof- iafb'locking oscillator 
ling =circuit .similarly as lhereinbe‘fore 'described 
.'?crFis.. -2. . ~ " 
., V'The sweep-ing voltage of .the 'generator ’|10 is 
«corrected ‘for phase Iby ̀ adjuster |`l| and then 
iapplied toithe reactance modulator |1| which in 
iturn ¿controls the Asweeping oscillator |14', As 
:hereinbeiore fdescribed, the frequency of the 
`locally ¿generated oscillations is lcontrolled bythe 
Y.‘aïutcmfmltic frequency control f90 ’which counters 
v`any .tendency o‘f the carrier wave and ̀the -loca1 
n‘sweeping oscillations to ‘drift out vof »synchron-ism. 
@The `time modulated pulses |5590l of curve 1b 

l"are_demod-ulated at "|60 after which the energy 
¿may be amplified amdintegrated at |62 and fap 
plied -to speaker liii-1l. The-demodulator |00 may 
`com-prise yany known form ofi translator capable 
‘of translating the time dis-placements into ampli 
"'«tude'dis'placements One form Aof demod'ulator 
is shown in Fig. ‘8. The TM pulses received, at 
"in-put 230, ‘drive >a synchronizer 202 to produce 
‘a wave having a frequency corresponding to the 
>.`pulseperiod, that îthe time interval between 
'_f'alternate' pulses. A wave selector ‘204 selects a 
“desired "harmonic 205, curve 9a, of ~thevrave en 
"‘ergy"‘produced 'aít 202,'p`referably an odd ïhar 
manic, for demo'dulati'on. purposes. `The har 
;"mo‘nic wave 205 and the"TM Vpulses |590, are 
`m`ixed ’in a suitably ’biased 'mixer 1206, whereby 
"the output energy alt 208 varies in amplitude in 
»proportion to the amount the grid potential .of 
_the mixer "206 exceeds a given ‘thresholdleve-l 
'2.10, curveï'ga. . By integrating ‘the output o'f the 
_,miiier'V 20B, 4the intelligence >wave with which the 
fpu‘lses |59a `are modulated will ~be obtained. 
Wave V2|‘2 of curve 9b represents the envelope of 
"the intelligence, such as where the pulses oi 
»curve ¿Se `are modulated with increasing dis 
placements according to a linearly increasing 
signal, the push-.pullmodulation being indicated 

~.by_ the arrows on'curve 9a.. 
_., `'lio .tune the receivers of Figs. 2 and "6 to a 

_. particular.transmitting station, it 4is first nec 
gsessary to `set the sweep oscillator '14 or |14., as 
rthe-case may be, .to the mid I. F. frequency cor 
jîfresponding to 'the mid frequency of .the R. F. fre 
„vquency band of the carrier, itbeing 4asumed that 
„-thel‘R. lí'` amplifier is Vadjusted to cover the spec 
.,trum ofthe R. F. frequency band, 'The next 
_i -adizustment is that of controlling the ¿sweep rate 
' which, aslshown in Fig. 2, Vis effected by adjusting 
:_fthefsweepfrate‘of the voltagefgenerator 10. This 
¿fin turn controls through a ganged connection 
_- »245v thel adjustment -oi v»the blocking oscillator ̀ 69. 
ThisA is particularly important where there are 
a‘plurality of ltransmitter stations operating on 
«fthe same R.> F. ¿frequency band but nat diiîerent 
¿lisweeprates or patterns. The 4phase/of the ̀ locally 
@generated-“sweeps lis controlled by »adjusting 
embase :shifter Jil. 

'|619 'or other »pulse divid- , 

With these three adjustm‘entsV 

.25 

45 

.70 

-lator beats with the carrier waves 

«pulses selected. 

`made.,:the receiver fis tuned to receivetthevdesixed 
carrier. . , , `It‘will îbe clear from the 'foregoing that your in~ 
ventionl'contemplates the provision -of a plurality 
of transmitters for >wobbling operation ¿init/he 
same :broad R. Fnband. These transmitters nwill 
diiîerin rate of sweep or some Vother character 
istic of the Vsweep pattern such yas limits vvof; sweep 
»or :shape of the sweep` pattern. Assumingr that 'a 
-sawetooth sweep pattern is used for four different 
transmitters, the sweeps thereof ̀ may-be repre 
sented by the vwaves Ti, Ta‘Tc 4and T4, curvefl’fßa, 
Fig. 10. Assuming that thesynchronizing»oscil 

oí these trans 

mitters at a level 220, four series -of synchroniz 
ing‘pulses Si, S2, Scand S4 will be generated, 
one series each for each carrier. wave. ¿In Vtarder 
to select "the synchronizing pulses :corresponding 
to e, particular transmitter, it Ais necessary vthat 
the blocking oscillator 69 (Fig. 2) bera'djusted 
Ain-ganged relation with the sweep ̀ voltage igen 
>erator ̀ lllk as indicated-by connection :215. The 
'ibl‘oclcing signals .are represented bythe shaded 
areagî22-5 cffcurve 10b. Assoon as asynchroniz 
ing pulse is selected, 'automatically -a correspond 
'-ing local sweep pattern is produced. 'Dhu-s, ‘the 
sweep pattern of the locally produced «oscilla 
tions will -be caused 'to .sweep “at a Aclsrcsen lrate and 
be timed according to the synchronizing' .pulses 
S1. Likewise, if the signals of a 4different trans 
mitter are desired, ̀ the corresponding adjustment 
of the elements ‘69` and ’l0 of Fig. 2 will block out 
the undesired synchronizing pulses andprovi-dela 
sweep rate corresponding to the synchronizing 

'It will be readily seen'îrom the foregoing de 
scription-‘that »each transmitter <v`may have two 
identifying numbers. First, a number *corre 
spending lto thefini'd ̀ frequency of the ‘RJR’ band 
in ̀ which it'operates and seoon`d,ïa number repre 
senting the sweep rate. ¿For examplaitheiden 
tifying numbers l2’7`.5-20 would :indicate ailtrans 
»mitter-«opera‘ting Avat v«a mid 'frequency fo'í127 l5 ‘mega 
cycles, >the R. F; carrier of ̀ which swings ‘between 
l'lin'oits‘of-’QB and y30 megacycles and at a sweep ‘rate 
‘of v20,000 'times per second. I'f many ltransrrilt 
ters are ‘needed :forca particular locality, .another 
«band can lbe‘ used,`for ‘example,»20 to î25. mega 
cycles in which the transmitters operate :atfdif 
'ferent‘sweep rates. ' 

In regard .to the secretive feature of the 'inven 
tion, it shouldïbe noted~that while ra'o'onventlcnal 
wideband receiver might ‘detect .the carriers :of 
ía plurality of transmitters, it .fwcul’d not 'be‘ab'le 
:to segregate the "carriers one from the other. 
Consequently, the reception Kwould ‘be :garbl‘edjby 
many simultaneousfrnessages. ‘ ’ 

.Asregards the' counterjamrning Íe'atureiof the 
»invent/ron, it, encule> be inidted'ftrrat‘ihe.receiver 

:co ~ 
is sensitive ito ronly -a narrow. band #of frequencies 
at 4any given instant, while, :on they other. hand, 
.communication fills-up abroad R. Ffffrequeney 
5ba-nd. The «ratio of 4the R. F. .tortheflíl'lï 'band 
`width is representative Iof the counter effect :with 
.respect 4to jamming attempts. ¿Attemptszto siam 
the communicationfwith .a constant lcarrier .fre 
quency transmitter vwould Ahai/.erizo »fill acon 
siderable ,portion .of the band-width with ̀ noise :at 
a ,level equal .to the narrow v,band signal. This 
>obviously would requirey 1an enormousea-mountfof 
»power ‘mals-ing the üamming operation >impracti 
cal. `‘Should :a jammingrattempt providemulses 

l `thatyvould iinterfere With ̀the synohronizingßpulse 
generation byft-he transmission of :a constant .fire 
quency f_carrier, «this would result in thefigeneiîa 
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tion of pulses similarly as produced by the syn 
chronizing oscillator 16 of Fig. 2. Such a jam 
ming signal, however, may be substantially 
avoided by changing the frequency of the oscil 
lator 'lli to a clear portion of the carrier band, 
a corresponding adjustment being made by the 
time adjuster 7l. It will also be clear that most 
of such interfering pulses may be eliminated by 
the blocking oscillator 69. ' 

Besides radio communication, our invention is 
also applicable to multiplex signalling, whether 

and a sub-station 3|4 such 
as commonly used for selectively switching in 
telephone lines for two-Way conversation. The 
transmitter 3|0 may be constructed similarly as 
described in connection with Fig. 1. The receiver 
may take any of the forms described in connec 
tion with Figs. 2 and 6. 
As indicated in Fig. 10, the carrier waves of the 

several transmitters 

bands. 
While we have described above the principles 

of our invention in connection with speciñc ap 

coinpanying claims. 
We claim: 

said oscillations with the successive 
sweep patterns of said carrier 

' waveA to produce a 
Wave of substantially constant intermediate fr  

synchronizing pulse producing 

waves, mixing saidI 

operation includes '_ the g-eneration of oscillations 'at' a given fre 

10 

15 

20 

25 

5di 

synchronizing pulse producing operation includes 
controlling the recurrence rate of the synchroniz 
ing pulses so that such rate is outside the audible 
frequency range of said intelligence. 

the timing 
sweep patterns of said electric 

wave.   ‘ " 

6. A method according to claim 5 wherein thev 
synchronizing pulse producing operation includes 

cillations at a given frequency, and mixing said 
oscillations with said electric wave to produce a 
synchronizing‘pulse of ' 

n quency for each sweep pattern of the electric 60: 
wave. , ì 

8. A communication receiving system for re 
ception of intelligence conveyed by a carrier Wave 

' frequency, in addition to 

producing sub 
recurring synchronizing 

carrier wave, means to produce oscillations vary 
ing in frequency according to said >given sweep 
pattern, means controlled by said synchronizing 
pulses to synchronize the sweep patterns of said 

the successive sweep patterns of 

method according to claim l wherein> the. 

the successive sweep patterns of said 
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saidvcarrier wave, means for mixing said oscilla 
tions with said carrier wave to produce a wave of 
substantially constant intermediate frequency, 
detector means for said intermediate frequency, 
and means to integrate the output of said detector 
means to obtain a signal wave according to said 

intelligence. 
9. A system according to claim 8 wherein the 

means for producing said synchronizing pulses 
includes means to generate oscillations at a given 
frequency, means for applying said oscillations 
to said mixing means for mixing with said carrier 
wave to produce at least one pulse envelope of 
a given intermediate frequency during each sweep 
ofthe carrier wave, and means associated with 
said detector means for segregating the syn~ 
chronizing pulse components from said pulse 
envelopes. 

10. A system according to claim 8 wherein the 
means for producing synchronizing >pulses in 
cludes means to generate oscillations at a given 
frequency, means separate from said mixing 
means for mixing said oscillations of given fre 
quency with said carrier wave to produce at least 
one pulse envelope of a given intermediate fre 
quency for each sweep cycle of said carrier, and 
detector means for the pulse envelopes. 

11. A system according to claim 8 wherein the 
carrier wave is pulse modulated, andthe means 
for. producing synchronizing pulses  includes 
means to generate oscillations at a given fre 
quency, means causing said oscillations of given 
frequency to mix and beat with said carrier wave 
to produce pulse envelopes of a given intermedi 
ate frequency including at least one of the pulses 
withwhich the carrier is modulated, and means 
to obtain the synchronizing pulse components of 
said envelopes. 

12. A communication receiving system for re 
ception of intelligence conveyed by a carrier wave 
periodically »varied in~frequency,'in addition to 
intelligence modulation, according toy a given 
sweep pattern between the limits of a given fre 
quency band, comprising means for receiving said 
carrier wave throughout the spectrum of said 
frequency band, means for producing substan 
tially regularly recurring synchronizing pulses 
from the successive sweep patterns of said car 
rier wave including means for deriving said syn 
chronizing pulses from frequencies of said fre 
quency band, means controlled by said synchro 
nizlng pulses to produce a varying electromotive 
force having a cyclic sweeping characteristic sub 
stantially the same as the sweep pattern of said 
carrier wave, means for producing oscillations, 
means for frequency modulating said oscillations 
according to said varying electromotive force, 
means for adjusting the timing of the sweep pat 
tern of said oscillations to the timing of the sweep 
pattern of said carrier wave, means for mixing 
said oscillations with said carrier wave to pro 
duce ya wave of substantially constant interme 
diate frequency, detector means for said inter 
mediate frequency, and means to integrate the 
output of said detector means to obtain a signal 
wave according to said intelligence. 

13. A system according to claim 12 in combina 
tion with an automatic frequency control re 
sponsive to variations in said intermediate fre 
quency wave to vary the instantaneous value of 
the electromotive force, thereby offsetting any 
tendency of the sweep patterns of the carrier 
wave and the electromotive force to vary> one 

from the other.v 

' by a varying electromotive force 
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sweep pattern of said carrier wave follows a saw 
tooth by a steadily increasing change from one 
to the other of said limits and then repeating, 
and the means for producing a varying electrof 
motive force includes a voltage generator where 

which has a saw-tooth pattern substantially the 
same as the sweep pattern of saidcarrier. wave. 

15. A system according to claim 12 wherein 
the sweep pattern of said carrier wave varies in 
a sinusoidal manner between said limits thereby 
producing two synchronizing pulses per cycle, 
and the means for producing said varying elec 
tromotive force includes a sine wave voltage gen 
erator and a blocking oscillator whereby alter 
nate synchronizing pulses only 
blocking oscillator for synchronizing of said sine 
wave voltage generator. 

16. A communication receiving system for re 
ception of intelligence conveyed by a carrierwaveV 
periodically varied in- frequency, in addition toA 
intelligence modulation, 
sweep pattern between the limits of` a given fre 
quency band, comprising a mixer detector, means` 
for receiving and applying saidv carrier wave 
throughout the spectrum of said frequency band 
tosaid detector, means to generate oscillations 
at a selected frequency, 
cillations to said detector to mix'with said car- 
rier wave to produce at least one pulse envelope 
of a given intermediate frequency foreach sweep` 
of the carrier wave, means to produce oscilla 
tions varying in frequency according to said given 
sweep pattern, means controlled by energy »of 
said pulse envelopes to synchronize the sweep pat 
terns of said varying 
patterns of said carrier wave, means to retardl the 
timing of the sweep pattern or saidoscillatlon-s 
a given amount, means for changing the selected 
frequencyof said oscillator to adjust the timing 
ofthe synchronizing pulse envelopes, means for 
mixing said varying oscillations with said carrier 
wave to produce a, wave of substantially constant 
intermediate frequency, detector means for said 
intermediate frequency, and means to integrate 
the output of said detector meansl to obtain-ia 
signal wave according to said intelligence. 

1'1. A system for synchronizing a locally pro» 
duced cyclically varying electromotive force with 
a remotely generated- electric wave 
varied in frequency according to a given sweep 
pattern between the limits of a given frequency 
band, comprising means for receiving said elec 
tric wave throughout the spectrum of saidv fre 
quency baind, means 
regularly recurring synchronizing pulses from 
the cyclic character of the received wave, said 
synchronizing pulses being timed to at least cer 
tain of the successive sweep patterns of- the re 
ceived wave, means controlled by said synchroniz 
ing pulses for producing a varying electromotive 
force having a cyclic sweeping characteristic sub 
stantially the same as the sweep pattern of said 
wave, said synchronizing pulses operating to time 
the sweep patterns of said varying electromotive 
force to the timing of the successive sweep pat 
terns of said electric wave. 

18. A system according to claim 17 wherein 
the means for producing synchronizing pulses 
includes means> for generating oscillations at a 
given frequency,'and means for mixing said os 
cillations with said electric> wave to produce at 
least one synchronizing pulse envelope of a given 
intermediate frequencyv foreach sweep pattern of 

14. A system according to claim 12 wherein the 75 said electric wave, 

is produced 

are passed by saidv 

according to a ' given . 

means to apply said os'V 

oscillations with the sweep 

periodically Y 

to produce substantiallyÁ 
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synchronizing pulses includes means for gener 
ating oscillations at a given frequency, and means 
for mixing said oscillations with said electric 

*n _sinusoidal manner, and 
the means for producing synchronizing pulses in 
cludes the generation of oscillations at a given frequency, 

eliminate alternate pulses to provide 
one synchronizing pulse only for each sweep 
pattern of said electric wave. 

21. In a communicating system wherein a plu 
rality of channels are transmitted over a com 
mon medium, each channel being represented by 

intelligence and 
of a given frequency 

band according to a given pattern, the pattern 

of said frequency band, 
means for producing a separa-te series of substan 
tially regularly recurring synchronizing pulses 
from the successive sweep patterns of each of 
said carrier waves, means to produce oscillations 
varying in frequency according to said given 
sweep pattern, means adjustable to select the 
series of synchronizing pulses corresponding to 

rier wave, detector means for said intermediate 
frequency, and means to integrate the output 
0f said detector means to obtain the intelligence 
conveyed by the selected channel. 

22. A two-way communication system compris 
ing first and second terminals each having a 
transmitter :and a` receiver, each transmitter 
having means for modulating a carrier wave 
with intelligence, means at the transmitter of 

a first carrier wave be 

at the transmitter of said second terminal to 
vary a second carrier wave between limits of said 
given frequency band but differing from said 
first carrier wave by a given characteristic of the 
sweep pattern, means to transmit the ñrst and 
second waves over a common medium between 
said terminals, the receivers of each terminal 
having means to produce substantially regularly 
recurring synchronizing pulses from the succes 
sive sweep patterns of the carrier Wave transmit 
ted from the other terminal, means controlled by 
said synchronizing pulses to produce oscillations 
varying in frequency in a manner similar to the 
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14 
carrier waves, means to 

vary the sweep pattern of said oscillations with 

23. A system according to claim 22 wherein 
the sweep pattern of the carrier waves is a saw- 
tooth wave and the given characteristic is the 
sweep rate of. the.'sawtooth, and the means con 
trolled by said synchronizing pulses for produc 

24. A multiplex communication system com 
prising first and second terminals each having 
a plurality of transmitters and receivers, each 
transmitter having means for modulating a car 
rier wave with intelligence, the carrier wave of 
al1 the transmitters varying between limits of a 
given frequency band according to a given type 
of sweep pattern, 

Waves according to a given characteristic thereof, 
and means to transmit the carrier waves over a 
common medium between said terminals; and 
the receivers of each terminal having means to 
produce a separate series of substantially regu 
larly recurring synchronizing pulses from the 
successive sweep patterns of the carrier waves, 
means adjustable to select the series of syn 
chronizing pulses corresponding to a desired car 
rier wave, means controlled by the selected series 
of synchronizing pulses to 

sweep pattern thereof 
corresponds substantially to the sweep pattern of 
the desired carrier wave, means for mixing said 
oscillations with said carrier Waves whereby a 
wave of substantially constant intermediate fre 
quency is produced by interaction of the oscilla 
tions with said desired carrier wave, detector 
means for said intermediate frequency, and 
means to integrate the output of said detector 
means to obtain the intelligence of said desired 
carrier wave. 

25. A communication system according to 
claim 24 wherein the carrier waves of the trans 
mitters of the first terminal are varied between 
the limits of a given frequency band, the carrier 
waves of the transmitters of the second terminal 
are varied between limits of a dilferent wave 
band, the receivers at the first terminal include 
means for receiving the carrier waves of said sec 
ond frequency band and the receivers of said 
second terminal include means for receiving the 
carrier Waves of said ñrst frequency band. 

26. A method of synchronizing a locally pro 
duced cyclic sweeping electromotive force with 
a remotely generated electric wave periodically 
varied in the frequency in a sinusoidal manner 
between limits of a given frequency band to pro 
vide a sweep pattern comprising generating oscil 
lations at a given frequency, mixing oscillations 
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with saidelectrlc wave to produce a‘synchrenirf 
ing pulse etV .agiven intermediate frequency for 
each half: cycle ofthe sweep pattern of said elec 
trimwave, blockingout of‘isaid-„pulses to insure 
onesynchronizing pulse only for each sweep pat, 
ternr ofî the > electric wave, blocking alternate 
pulses to insure one synchronizing pulse only for 
each sweep pattern of theelectric wave, produc 
inga varying electromotive force having a cyclic 
sweeping characteristic substantially the same as 
the sweep pattern of said wave, and using said 
synchronizing pulses to time the‘sweep patterns 
of saidwarying,electromotive force to the timing 
of‘thesuccessive sweep pattern of lsaid electric 
Wave»v 
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